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Abstract

The basic principles of supervised and unsupervised pattern recognition (PR) techniques for

classification of acoustic emission (AE) data are presented herein together with successful appli-

cations of the techniques, for AE condition-assessment of unfired pressure vessels. The paper

discuss the basic principles of supervised classification, consisting of a learning process, where

representative AE data are used as examples to train a classifier for subsequent classification and

automatic evaluation of unknown AE data. It also discusses the use of unsupervised PR, as a

multidimensional sorting technique aiming to identify and separate noise-related AE (EMI, fric-

tion, mechanical impacts, flow noise) from legitimate AE. Strategies for validating the unsuper-

vised PR outputs, as a mean to define the required training examples for supervised pattern rec-

ognitions, are investigated. Case studies from AE testing and PR analysis applied for the evalua-

tion of pressurized vessels and reactors are presented. The advantages and limitations of the en-

tire methodology are discussed in relation with conventional evaluation techniques. The feasibil-

ity of real time classification is considered.
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1. Introduction

Acoustic emission (AE) testing of unfired pressure vessels is usually performed during con-

trolled stimulation [1] where mechanical or thermal stresses give rise to AE signals from active

discontinuities.  Most of the times, empirical techniques are used for noise identification and fil-

tering, while evaluation of genuine emissions from filtered data is performed by means of codes

and standards and in association with knowledge based systems [2, 3]. None of the codes and

standards discusses in depth filtering process and in most cases the quality of AE data and noise

filtering strongly depends on operator experience. Pattern recognition (PR) techniques are pre-

sented as an alternative and/or complementary AE data processing technique, to the well estab-

lished knowledge based systems, aiming to help operators in noise identification and/or filtering

as well as assisting the overall AE based evaluation of unfired pressure vessels.

The use of pattern recognition techniques for the analysis of AE data has been proposed the

past decade in order to overcome limitations of conventional analysis techniques using single AE

feature, such as amplitude, or using two-dimensional correlation plots. The initial applications of

PR were limited to laboratory AE tests and research applications. Since then, the use of PR for

AE data analysis in industrial applications has increased drastically [4-8]. The present paper out-

lines the basic principles of both unsupervised and supervised pattern recognition for AE data

analysis and reports on some successful application examples of the technique, for AE condition

assessment of unfired pressure vessels. Case studies from AE testing and pattern recognition
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analysis applied for the evaluation of AE data from pressurized vessel [9, 10] and reactors are

presented.

2. Acoustic Emission Patterns & Pattern Recognition Implementations

Pattern Recognition (PR) [11, 12] is the process, by which similarities between objects are

recognized and weighted so as to distinguish alike objects. Recognition is a basic attribute of

living organisms and mainly of human beings. Our everyday life involves the recognition of

sounds, voices, faces, and any kind of objects around us.  This is a complicated task based on

sensory information acquisition (eyes, ears, etc), information processing and memory recall and

finally comparisons, classification and recognition. Pattern recognition, as a branch of Artificial

Intelligence, aims to develop theories and techniques, particularly suited for computer imple-

mentation, in order to transfer some of the human's intelligence on a machine. Speech analysis

and recognition and ultrasonic signals classifications, for medical or NDT needs, are typical ap-

plications closely related with those of Pattern Recognition of AE signals.

The first, and very crucial, step in any pattern recognition application is the collection of the

appropriate and good quality data to describe the objects. Any object can be described using a

number of its characteristics (features). If the features used are not descriptive of the specific

object, then, no matter how elaborate the applied pattern recognition scheme is, the result will be

poor.

For most practical application, a pattern is a vector X in a feature space. By this process of

feature measurement and representation, we can think of an object or event abstractly as a point

in an n-dimensional feature space as shown in Fig. 1. The collection of all the vectors (AE Hits

or data points in general) forms the Pattern Matrix. Thus the Pattern Matrix contains the whole

data set and is easily viewed in a data table format. The concept of the Pattern Matrix is shown

in Fig. 2 where each row represents one AE Hit (record, pattern vector) composed of extracted

features from the corresponding waveform.
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Fig. 1: Typical AE signal. Some of the features extracted are shown. The Features Vector for

each AE hit (record) is the representation of that hit as a vector in n-dimensional space.
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Waveform  

Feature 1

(Rise

Time)

Feature 2

(Amp dB)

Feature 3

(counts)
….

Feature k

(MARSE)

R1 89 83 79 … 157

R2 93 87 92 … 994

R3 249 97 19 155

… ... … … … … …

Rn 76 52 11 2

Fig. 2: Pattern matrix of a typical set of AE data. Data No. = n, Feature No. = k.

Upon features extraction, the next step is pre-processing, i.e. to process the data in a usable

form to compare with known data. Pre-processing includes additional features calculation (e.g.

as a combination of extracted features), features selection (e.g. removal of confusing features or

highly correlated features) and features transformation. Features normalization, is an important

part of classifier design and pattern recognition in general. Normalization aims to scale features

to the same range. Other transforms, such as zero mean or unit variance are also commonly used

during normalization phase. Simple normalization actions (e.g. scaling) stretches or shrinks the

axes in feature space (e.g. amplitude and counts will both range from zero to one instead of 40

dB to 100 dB and 1 to 65000, respectively) and might distort their geometrical shape (e.g. a

spherical clusters of data points might get stretched into ellipsoid and vice versa). Within the

framework of pre-processing, principal component projections might be used as well.

The next step in developing pattern recognition process for AE application, is the inter-

comparison of the collected data to sort unknown objects in groups by similarity, or the compari-

son against a data base trying to match the object(s) with known.  For the needs of applying pat-

tern recognition during AE testing of unfired pressure vessels, pattern recognition is treated as

pure classification process - assigning an input to a category called class - where:
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• AE hits (Patterns) in the same class exhibit similar properties, and they are SIMILAR.

• AE hits (Patterns) in different classes, exhibit different properties, and they are NOT

SIMILAR, they are DISSIMILAR.

Classification can be performed by two main methodologies:

• Unsupervised Pattern Recognition is the process by which objects are classified in gen-

eral groups according to their similarity. This process does not require any previous

knowledge or database. Objects are classified into groups by comparing their features and

deciding upon their similarity. In such cases, the number of classes/categories must be es-

timated as well as a meaningful grouping of the data for further use as a training set dur-

ing the classifier design.

The nature of AE (non-stationary signals, irreversible phenomena, such as crack propaga-

tion) implies the absence of a priori knowledge about recognition problem and "Unsuper-

vised Pattern Recognition" techniques are usually employed [5-6, 12, 15].

• Supervised Pattern Recognition, which involves a learning process and where each new

(unknown) set of data is processed and classified to one of the previously known and pre-

defined groups by comparing its features to a database or using rules derived from the

learning process. In this case, the Classifier design is a process of “Learning from Exam-

ples” and is called Supervised Pattern Recognition.

Applying Supervised Pattern Recognition in AE implies previous knowledge about the

number of classes as well as a set of known examples from different AE sources (called

also training set) to be used in the classifier design. Different Supervised Algorithms

might be used, depending on the complexity of the problem as well as the required speed

performance of the classifier. Among the different classifiers the simple minimum dis-

tance classifier, the linear classifier and the complex Neural Networks have been used for

the classification of AE data [12-15].

Classification is a very elaborate step as the measure of similarity has to be chosen, the sig-

nificance of each feature must be taken into account and ways to measure the effectiveness of

classification have to be defined.

The case of Supervised PR, is relatively easier compared with Unsupervised, since it assumes

that a priori knowledge exists in the form of representative AE hits from each signal class

(training set). In this case, three general types of classifiers, able to realize a wide range of deci-

sion surfaces, are considered [12-14] named k-Nearest Neighbor Classifier (k-NNC), Linear

Classifier and Back Propagation (BP) Neural Network.

• The first algorithm k-NNC, base its decision on direct distance measurements. The

Euclidean distance Dij of a test pattern X from the j
th

 training pattern of the i
th

 class serves

as a measure of similarity between patterns (where X
(i) 

, i = 1,...,N, denotes a set of N

training samples distributed in c classes, C1,...,CC). The k-NNC algorithm classifies the

unknown pattern vector X by assigning it to the class label most frequently occurring

among the k nearest samples.

• In the second class of algorithms, multi-class Linear Classifiers, “c” linear discriminant

functions, one for each class, are defined. The unknown pattern X is classified to the class

scoring the highest value among the c discriminant functions [11-14]. The weights in

volved in the linear discriminant functions are estimated during the training process using

previously known examples.
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• Finally, the BP Neural Network or artificial neural system (ANS) is characterized by its

multilayer Perceptron topology where connection weights and processing element biases

are modified using the generalized delta rule. The BP learning (or otherwise encoding)

process is an iterative one and thus needs to be repeated until a satisfactory output is at-

tained. Upon training completion, BP classification (recall) is done simply by introducing

the new input vector to the ANS's input layer and computing the values towards the

ANS's output layer. A complete description of the “plain” BP model used here is given

by Simpson [16].

Concerning Unsupervised PR, data partition is performed by means of cluster analysis, which

aims to separate the AE hits (pattern vectors) in a limited number of clusters characterized

mainly by their mean pattern vector. Different clustering algorithms have been proposed to deal

with the needs of various AE data structures and signatures [5, 12, 15]:

a) Cluster Seeking/Wish,

b) Max-Min distance,

c) K-Means/Forgy,

d) Isodata.

All the above mentioned algorithms use Euclidean distance as a measure of dissimilarity be-

tween pattern classes. The first two algorithms are heuristic and are based on the selection of a

representative distance threshold by which the bound of each class is defined in the multidimen-

sional space. The remaining two algorithms aim to minimize the square error for a given number

of clusters based on an iterative procedure. From the different clustering algorithms, Wish, Forgy

and Isodata implement heuristic procedures for creating new clusters and/or deleting small ones.

All the above algorithms clustering as well as conventional Unsupervised Neural Net algo-

rithms [15] are influenced by the initial cluster selection and require multiple runs for the selec-

tion of the optimum clustering. Such instabilities are avoided by the proposed methodology [5,

12], which is based on the interactive coupling of Max-Min distance and Forgy algorithm. The

modified Max-Min Distance algorithm implemented uses two starting clusters, which are se-

lected as the point furthest to the mass center and the point furthest to the previous one. A new

cluster center is created if : Dmi >Tm Dav, where Dmi  is the maximum of the minimum distances

between each pattern/AE hit to the existing cluster centers, Dav is the average between clusters

distance and Tm a user specified parameter in the range [0,1]. The algorithm identifies cluster

regions, which are farthest apart and therefore is particularly useful either for extreme noise con-

dition identification or for the first approximation of initial clusters centers to be refined by

Forgy algorithm. Forgy algorithm is an iterative procedure aiming to minimize the sum of

squared error for a given number of classes.  In the present study, the algorithm starts from the

initial cluster centers previously established by Max-Min Distance algorithm.  Nearest neighbor

classification is applied to reclassify all the patterns followed by update of the cluster centers by

calculating the mean vector of the resulting classes.  The above procedure is repeated until con-

vergence. In addition to that, heuristic procedures are implemented for controlling the number of

classes:

a. A new cluster is created if Davi - Dmi  < Tf Dmi , where Davi denotes the average distance of

pattern i to the existing cluster centers, Dmi is the distance of pattern i to the nearest cluster

centre and Tf a user specified parameter in the range (0,1),

b. An existing cluster is omitted if it is sufficiently small and composing with less than Nmin

patterns. This is the only way to decrease the number of clusters.

Further details on implementation of the clustering algorithms as well as on the estimation of the

number of classes and the selection of optimum clustering the can be found in references [5, 12].
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3. Limitations, Errors and Classifier Validation

What makes pattern recognition problems difficult is that there can be a large degree of vari-

ability of inputs that belong in the same class, relative to the differences between patterns in dif-

ferent classes; i.e. data is not really separable. Prior to deciding on the efficiency of PR method-

ology and validating the results, the following items should be clarified: “What does a class

really mean?”, “Which clustering is valid?” and furthermore, “How many classes do we expect?”

From the AE point of view one may expect the number of classes to be equal to the active failure

mechanisms plus the detected noise sources.  On the other hand, two failure mechanisms may be

indistinguishable if they result in similar AE signatures, or one failure mechanism might result in

two clusters. From the PR point of view, valid is any clustering identifying the structure of the

data, while optimum might be considered the one maximizing the separability between classes.

From the engineering point of view, valid is the methodology, which results in partitions that

represent the physical phenomena.  In any case, further validation should be performed by de-

tailed evaluation of the respective cumulative hits of each class and comparison with conven-

tional NDT methods and/or stress analysis.

For the needs of supervised PR analysis, the results are validated by means of overall classi-

fier error or within-class error as revealed from the trial of the classification process in previ-

ously known examples.  Universal classifier design rules do not exist and the entire PR method-

ology should be seen as an iterative procedure where each step; i.e., features selection, pre-

processing, definition of training and test set, algorithm selection, is repeated and the overall per-

formance is evaluated. In other words, a trial-and-error investigation should be scheduled.

Causes of errors include inadequate or correlated features, complicated class boundaries or insuf-

ficient training set. In the first case, if the features do not contain the information needed to sepa-

rate the classes, a different feature set should be investigated. For example it is a common prac-

tice to start the classifier design using well-known features such as hit amplitude, duration and

energy. However, in case of poor results, alternative features from the frequency domain, such as

frequency centroid or partial powers, might be investigated. The classifier design is complicated

and its performance degrades in case two features are highly correlated, as it is often the case for

AE counts and durations. On the other hand, the piece-wise linear decision surface produced by

the linear classifier may not be sufficient for some problems necessitating the use of neural net-

work, which in principle performs better in complex problems. However, when using neural

networks, the size and the quality of training data will play an important role on the classifier de-

sign.

For the needs of unsupervised PR analysis of AE data (or for the definition of training set

during unsupervised PR analysis), multiple runs of clustering algorithms are performed and the

results are ranked in terms of separability and compactness of the resulting classes by means of

numerical indices based on the within-class scatter matrix and the overall scatter matrix. Since

unsupervised PR partitions are not uniquely defined resulting in multiple solutions [5], extensive

validity studies should be scheduled.

Understanding that pattern recognition is not a panacea, the users should realize that the algo-

rithms and respective software [15] offers all the necessary tools for evaluating the complexity of

the problem and proceed with classifier design. However, measurement set-up and data quality

are always the key issues.
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4. AE Classifier Design - Demonstration Case Study

Three resonant frequency sensors (PAC-R15I, 150 kHz) were mounted on a thick metallic

plate in a triangular pattern (320 mm X 540 mm). Four channels PAC-DiSP board was used for

real-time data acquisition and NOESIS [15] PR software for the analysis and PR studies. Simu-

lated AE signals produced by mechanical pencil-lead breaks (0.3 mm, 2H) at various positions

on the plate. Mechanical friction simulated signals produced by sliding a small metal piece

across the surface of the plate. Finally, electromagnetic interference (EMI) signals were gener-

ated by unplugging the sensor cable during acquisition.

Fig. 3: Simulated AE used for Supervised PR example.

The time-amplitude plot of Fig. 3 presents the sequence of experimentation.  Since the ex-

periment was performed in a controlled way and representative AE hits – examples – from each

signal class are available, the associated pattern matrix can be used for Supervised PR. In order

to demonstrate a classifier design, the available data divided in two parts (at random) in training

and testing set, are used to train and test the classifier. The various supervised algorithms avail-

able have both advantages and disadvantages [14].

For the demonstration needs of the present study a Back Propagation Neural Network was

trained. The network topology is presented in Fig. 4. As can be seen the input layer contained ten

nodes, representing the dimension of the pattern vectors, i.e., the 10 features used (Rise Time,

Counts to Peak, Counts, MARSE, Duration, Amplitude, Absolute Energy, Frequency Centroid

and Peak Frequency), the hidden layer contained three nodes, the same with the output layer. The

three nodes of the output layer represent the three different classes of interest, i.e., Simulated AE,

Friction and EMI. The network successfully trained, resulting 1.8% overall error, which repre-

sent 1 misclassified point (from AE class to friction class). The error is due to pure definition of

the training set. More specifically the two low amplitude hits at time 22.5 sec (Fig. 3), were la-

beled and used in both training and test sets as simulated AE, although it represents a type of
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friction at the time just before the pencil break. Deleting those two hits from the training and test

set, a 100% recognition (0% error) was achieved.

Further optimization of classifier performance, aiming to improve classification speed with-

out sacrificing accuracy, can be performed by reducing the size of pattern vector, i.e. removing

features. A step-by-step approach of reducing the size of the pattern vector by one (using 9 fea-

tures), repeating training and evaluating the overall and within-class error might be adopted.   In

any case, classifier stability should be evaluated by evaluating the classifier performance using

different training-test sets.

Fig. 4: Back Propagation Neural Network topology.

Fig. 5: Results of unsupervised PR applied on data of Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6: 3D Scatter plot of unsupervised PR results.

Presuming that a priori knowledge about the data of Fig. 3 is unavailable, Unsupervised PR

techniques are used in order to demonstrate the classification sequence. Following the unsuper-

vised PR methodology, discussed in previous paragraph and presented in depth elsewhere [5,

12], the interactive coupling of Max-Min distance and Forgy algorithms resulted in the five dif-

ferent classes, as presented in Fig. 5. Close observation of the resulting partition indicates that all

the data from pencil breaks were grouped together (named class 3 – red circles in this case) re-

sulting in 100% recognition. Similarly the EMI data recorded from times greater than 50 sec,

were all grouped together (named class 1 – green boxes in this case) resulting in 100% recogni-

tion.    However, the AE data, due to friction – between 37 sec and 47 sec, were grouped in three

different classes (named 0, 2 and 4 in Fig. 5). Close investigation of the 3D scatter plot of Fig. 6

indicates the wide scatter of friction-like AE hits when viewed in the rise time vs. peak fre-

quency plane.  In other words, grouping of these data in 3 different classes reflects hidden corre-

lations, not expected from the pure AE point of view. It is worth noting that different results

should be expected if a subset of the 10 features was used (for example using only Counts, Am-

plitude and Duration).

Validating the results is a complicated task and requires a great deal of intuition and

experimentation. However, validity studies concerning the result of clustering algorithms are

necessary in order to increase our confidence on the estimated number of clusters and to decide

for the best partition of the data.

Once a desired clustering scheme has been achieved, the resulting partitioning can be used to

automate the classification process on other data sets of similar-in-nature AE testing. This is by

design a classifier, and we then have supervised PR.
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5. Pressure Spheres–AE/PR Case Study

SPR was applied [10] on data acquired during hydrostatic pressure tests of three 19.7-m di-

ameter, spherical pressure vessels. The tests were conducted per MONPAC procedure to a

maximum test pressure of 16.5 bar. 49 PAC R15I sensors were mounted at the locations shown

in Fig. 7. From the three hydrostatic pressure tests, AE data were acquired for two loading cy-

cles. Additional data were collected; such as simulated AE sources at various locations around

the vessels as well as impact noise data. Various noise sources appeared during each test (sliding

of the fire-line supports on the vessels and the mechanical noise from bolts in new blinds and

manholes). These AE data were mixed to provide a data set including all representative data

types found in these tests.

Fig. 7: Located AE events from the classifier output of the simulated and AE

classes for sphere simulated AE sources data.

The data set created contained 3 classes:

a) simulated sources and real AE,

b) debris noise,

c) impact and mechanical noise.

A k-NNC was trained to separate the data. A random half of the data was used to train the classi-

fier and the rest were used to test the classifier. The testing classification error was 2.95%

(87/2951 hits). It is worth noting, that statistical analysis showed that even in 7D space (7 fea-

tures), it would not be mathematically efficient to separate the various types of data due to data
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concentration at low feature values. To improve this, all features were converted by logarithmic

functions and projected based on principal component covariance analysis.

Further analysis using spherical location techniques confirmed classifier performance as for

example for sphere B, where debris noise existed while performing pencil breaks (simulated

AE), the classifier recognized in the data all three classes. The data classified as Simulated AE

gave good spherical location with 16% first hits, and 6.7% spherical events (required 3 hits for

each spherical event) concentrated in the bottom section of the sphere where the simulated

sources were introduced (see Fig. 7). Spherical location on the data classified as Debris Noise

provided 65.9% first hits but only 1.5% spherical events. Most of the first hits were observed in

channels from the top section of the sphere where the debris problem was encountered. Further

application of the classifier to the actual test data showed similar results to the traditional analy-

sis techniques for spheres C and D. For the case of sphere B it was the only method that provided

meaningful results as attempts to analyze the data via traditional techniques failed to produce

good results due to the complexity of the problem.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: a) Cumulative AE hits from three different hit categories Temperature variation superim-

posed. b) Principal components projection of reactor data.
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6. Reactor Cool-Down – AE/PR Case Study

Eighteen PAC-R15I AE sensors were mounted on waveguides, on a triangular set-up, on a

reactor vessel (O.D. = 3.3 m, L = 5.7 m, thickness 42 mm). AE was monitored during partial

cooling down from 260
o
C to 170

o
C.  AE data were originally analyzed by means of standard

MONPAC practices.  The results of conventional analysis using AE signatures are presented in

Fig. 8a together with temperature variation (decreasing as a function of time – grey line). Among

the three cumulative hits lines plotted in Fig. 8a, genuine AE (red line) can be seen well corre-

lated with temperature variation while the remaining two categories not. The green line, active

from the beginning of the test, corresponds to friction and mechanical noise, while the light blue

line of cumulative hits, corresponds to flow noise at the end of the cool down, as confirmed by

the operation department of the plant. The AE data were further analyzed by means of supervised

PR using NOESIS [15] software.

During preprocessing stage, rise angle, initiation and reverberation frequencies were calcu-

lated [5, 12] and used as part of the pattern vector. Principal component projection (scatter plot

of the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 principal components is presented in Fig. 8b) performed before the training of

the k-NNC classifier.  The overall error (misclassified hits over the total number of hits) was

bellow 5%. However, an increase of within-class error, up to 19%, was encountered in some

cases, depending on the training and test set used. In most of the cases of increased within-class

error, flow noise signals were recognized as genuine AE. Confusion found also between friction

and AE where friction and mechanical noise signals were classified as AE. Closer investigation

on the classifier performance and the misclassified hits, indicated that the confusion was due to

the secondary hits and reverberated signals, since the first hit (as revealed by zonal analysis)

were classified successfully). Therefore, first hit analysis was applied as a preprocessing step. In

this way, only the first hits were presented to the classifier resulting in overall error of less than

4% and within-class error of less than 7.5%. Overall the results show that supervised PR can be

applied effectively for the classification of AE data during cool-down of thick-wall vessels.

7. Discussion

Pattern recognition techniques have proven as a fast and effective tool for AE data analysis

from pressure vessels and reactors. Care, though, must be taken to understand the limitations of

the technique so as to use it properly.  Pre-processing should be considered as an important step

in classifier design as well as the use of AE hits versus AE events (first hit only).

A generalized classifier applicable in all types of vessels cannot be designed. A number of

reasons (e.g., sensors spacing or the use of waveguides, a variety of noise sources for test type,

different source mechanisms etc.) limit such generalization. However, once a large database

from similar tests is established, and once PR results are validated, the technique can be used for

real time interpretation of AE data. Optimizing the speed performance of the classifier should be

considered when attempting to use PR for real time data classification.
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